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Unveiling new stellar
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Disk or companion?
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Absil et al. 2013
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 Hard to conclude using only V2
 Ways to discriminate companions?
Absil et al. 2013
• Spectroscopic data
• AO/coronagraphic data
• Other interferometric data




 Compute a binary model & compare 
it to data both for CP & V2 using a 
χ2 test
 Same method as O. Absil in 2011, 
but…
 Discriminate between companion & 
disk
 Provide better systematic rejection 
of false positive detection
 3σ criterion of detection




























• Detection in V2 only disk
• Detection in CP only to be checked
• Detetion in CP+V2 companion
Results according to 2012 data

































12.2 A5V 61.7 21.4 87.4±14.1
Follow up in october 2014 and…

















08-08-13 29.3 96.8 -99.2 4.1±0.4















12-10-14 3.1 68.5 1.2 0.4±0.1
HD219402 13-10-14 8.6 A3V 59.5 -74.9 20.9±4.8























































































































We asked for another observation in december 2014…Still nothing
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V2 = CP =
Thank you for your attention!
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